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1º and 2º ESO



The Spinners, or the Fable of Arachne, by Diego de Velázquez. (1657, Baroque)

Click on the link to see 
the picture in detail:

The Spinners, or the Fable of 
Arachne - The Collection - 

Museo Nacional del Prado 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arachne
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-spinners-or-the-fable-of-arachne/3d8e510d-2acf-4efb-af0c-8ffd665acd8d
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-spinners-or-the-fable-of-arachne/3d8e510d-2acf-4efb-af0c-8ffd665acd8d
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-spinners-or-the-fable-of-arachne/3d8e510d-2acf-4efb-af0c-8ffd665acd8d


● The painting shows a scene in a workshop where some spinners are making a tapestry, but looking more 
carefully at the background, there is the representation of the myth of Arachne: the goddess, Pallas, wearing her 
helmet, argues with Arachne as the two compete to show their respective skills in the art of weaving. A human 
challenging a goddess!! Can you imagine the end of the story??

If you are curious, have a look here: Myth of Arachne, the spider woman - Greek Myths | Greeka 

● Ideas for your stories: 

- She had always liked showing off…

- It was going to be another boring day at the workshop but…

- The Royal Family had ordered a tapestry from our workshop. We felt so lucky… 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arachne
https://www.greeka.com/greece-myths/arachne/


Hippomenes and Atalanta by Guido Reni. 1618-19 Baroque

Click on the link to see the 
picture in detail:

Hippomenes and Atalanta 

https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/hippomenes-and-atalanta/b136eb8b-c3f1-4787-935b-0003ed114220?searchid=3458aaf1-80d5-c8a2-217f-788c1cddaade


● Atalanta, the daughter of Schoeneus, king of Arcadia, had to find a husband. She offered to marry  anyone who was able to 
outrun her in a race. However, suitors unable to be faster than her would be killed!!

Hippomenes was madly in love with her, so he accepted the challenge with the help of Venus,the goddess,  who gave him 
three golden apples. He was supposed to drop these, one at a time, in order to distract Atalanta and thus win the race. Did 
he outrun her in the end? Find it out here: Hippomenes - Wikipedia

● Ideas for your stories: 

- I had been waiting for the day of the race

- We had been training quite hard for the last year

- That morning I was too nervous…

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atalanta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arcadia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippomenes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venus_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atalanta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippomenes


3º and 4º ESO



The Triumph of Death by Pieter Bruegel the Elder. 1562-3. Renaissance 
Click on the link to see the 
picture in detail:

The Triumph of Death 
- The Collection - 
Museo Nacional del 
Prado  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Triumph_of_Death
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-triumph-of-death/d3d82b0b-9bf2-4082-ab04-66ed53196ccc?searchid=73b74b45-b895-5f80-61f2-9ef35b1b9893
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-triumph-of-death/d3d82b0b-9bf2-4082-ab04-66ed53196ccc?searchid=73b74b45-b895-5f80-61f2-9ef35b1b9893
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-triumph-of-death/d3d82b0b-9bf2-4082-ab04-66ed53196ccc?searchid=73b74b45-b895-5f80-61f2-9ef35b1b9893
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-triumph-of-death/d3d82b0b-9bf2-4082-ab04-66ed53196ccc?searchid=73b74b45-b895-5f80-61f2-9ef35b1b9893


● Death always wins! This is a moral painting, where the triumph of Death over mundane things is symbolized by a 
large army of skeletons razing the Earth. The background is a barren landscape in which scenes of destruction 
are still taking place. In the foreground, Death leads his armies from his reddish horse, destroying the world of 
the living. Scary, isn’t it?

● Ideas for your stories: 

- Our parents didn’t expect the world was going to turn into a kind of dystopia

- The war was over and the world changed forever

- We didn’t care about the destruction we were causing to our planet…



Still Life with Flowers, a Silver-gilt Goblet, Dried Fruit, Sweetmeats, Bread sticks, Wine and a 
Pewter Pitcher by Clara Peeters. 1611. Baroque

Click on the link to see the 
picture in detail:

Still Life with Flowers, a 
Silver-gilt Goblet, Dried Fruit, 
Sweetmeats, Bread sticks, 
Wine and a Pewter Pitcher 

https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/still-life-with-flowers-a-silver-gilt-goblet/97a18fea-112a-417a-9a8a-6665a44cc331?searchid=6c750652-051e-8ada-5b28-ded35c141c6e
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/still-life-with-flowers-a-silver-gilt-goblet/97a18fea-112a-417a-9a8a-6665a44cc331?searchid=6c750652-051e-8ada-5b28-ded35c141c6e
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/still-life-with-flowers-a-silver-gilt-goblet/97a18fea-112a-417a-9a8a-6665a44cc331?searchid=6c750652-051e-8ada-5b28-ded35c141c6e
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/still-life-with-flowers-a-silver-gilt-goblet/97a18fea-112a-417a-9a8a-6665a44cc331?searchid=6c750652-051e-8ada-5b28-ded35c141c6e


● There is a lot of symbolism in this painting, called still life because it shows organic and non organic elements in 
a disposition, chosen by the artist. The flowers in this painting are a reminder of the connections of still life 
paintings to early scientific illustrations (Imagine this painting as a kind of modern picture, taken with a 
professional camera). On the gilt goblet and the pewter flagon, the artist painted her self-portrait – three times 
in the goblet and four on the pewter jug-. The abundance of signatures and reflected self-portraits in paintings 
by Peeters is a form of assertion, perhaps explained because she was a woman in a profession dominated by 
men.

● Ideas for your stories: 

- Life was not easy for a woman artist in a world of men

- Dinner was ready. The family awaited for the important guests…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clara_Peeters


1º and 2º Bach



Hotel Room by Edward Hopper. 1931. New Realism

Click on the link to see the picture in 
detail:

Hotel Room - Hopper, Edward. Museo 
Nacional Thyssen-Bornemisza 

https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/hopper-edward/hotel-room
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/hopper-edward/hotel-room


● Big cities are crowded places where people feel lonely quite often. Here, a woman, tired, rests in an anonymous 
hotel. We only see part of the room, and a window, a place to look at  the world outside this small space. She’s 
looking at the train timetable for the following day. Where is she going??

● Ideas for your stories: 

          - I was exhausted after the long journey

- I had to get away from it all

- New York looked like a wonderful city from my hotel window



Judith beheading Holofernes by Artemisia Gentileschi. 1614-21. Baroque.

Click on the link to find 
info about the picture:

Judith Slaying Holofernes 
(Artemisia Gentileschi, 
Florence) - Wikipedia 

To enlarge the picture:

https://www.uffizi.it/en/art
works/judith-beheading-h
olofernes 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judith_Slaying_Holofernes_(Artemisia_Gentileschi,_Florence)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judith_Slaying_Holofernes_(Artemisia_Gentileschi,_Florence)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judith_Slaying_Holofernes_(Artemisia_Gentileschi,_Florence)
https://www.uffizi.it/en/artworks/judith-beheading-holofernes
https://www.uffizi.it/en/artworks/judith-beheading-holofernes
https://www.uffizi.it/en/artworks/judith-beheading-holofernes


● “The Lord has struck him down by the hand of a woman”. This is how Judith is described in the Bible, as a heroine that 
freed Israel from a siege. She had to kill their enemy general in battle, the Assyrian Holofernes. The warrior was carried 
away by Judith’s beauty, so he invited her to eat and drink in his tent. She waited until he was drunk to commit the 
crime.

● Ideas for your stories: 
- Killing him wasn’t easy
- I had to show no mercy. We were at war.
- That terrible evening she confessed her deed.


